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SUMMARY
The determination of near-surface attenuation for hard rock sites is an important issue in a
wide range of seismological applications, particularly seismic hazard analysis. In this article
we choose six hard to very-hard rock sites (Vs30 1030–3000m s–1) and apply a range of analysis
methods to measure the observed attenuation at distance based on a simple exponential decay
model with whole-path attenuation operator κ r. The κ r values are subsequently decoupled
from path attenuation (Q) so as to obtain estimates of near-surface attenuation (κ0). Five
methods are employed to measure κ r which can be split into two groups: broad-band methods
and high-frequency methods. Each of the applied methods has advantages and disadvantages,
which are explored and discussed through the comparison of results from common data sets.
In our first step we examine the variability of the individual measured κ r values. Some
variation between methods is expected due to simplifications of source, path, and site effects.
However, we find that significant differences arise between attenuation measured on individual
recordings, depending on the method employed or the modelling decisions made during a
particular approach. Some of the differences can be explained through site amplification
effects: although usually weak at rock sites, amplification may still lead to bias of the measured
κ r due to the chosen fitting frequency bandwidth, which often varies between methods. At
some sites the observed high-frequency spectral shape was clearly different to the typical
κ r attenuation model, with curved or bi-linear rather than linear decay at high frequencies.
In addition to amplification effects this could be related to frequency-dependent attenuation
effects [e.g. Q( f )]: since the κ r model is implicitly frequency independent, κ r will in this case
be dependent on the selected analysis bandwidth.
In our second step, using the whole-path κ r data sets from the five approaches, we investigate
the robustness of the near-surface attenuation parameter κ0 and the influence of constraints,
such as assuming a value for the regional crustal attenuation (Q). We do this by using a variety
of fitting methods: least squares, absolute amplitude and regressions with and without fixing
Q to an a priori value. We find that the value to which we fix Q strongly influences the
near-surface attenuation term κ0. Differences in Q derived from the data at the six sites under
investigation could not be reconciled with the average values found previously over the wider
Swiss region. This led to starkly different κ0 values, depending on whether we allowed for a
data-driven Q, or whether we forced Q to be consistent with existing simulation models or
ground motion prediction equations valid for the wider region. Considering all the possible
approaches we found that the contribution to epistemic uncertainty for κ0 determination at the
six hard-rock sites in Switzerland could be represented by a normal distribution with standard
deviation σκ0 = 0.0083 ± 0.0014 s.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Seismic attenuation describes the reduction in amplitude of seismic
waves during their propagation due to processes such as internal
friction, scattering and geometrical spreading. The determination of
this phenomenon plays an important role in a range of seismological
applications, such as probabilistic and deterministic seismic hazard
analysis, magnitude determination, source characterization and site
response analysis. Ultimately, engineers and seismologists wish to
know the proportion of an earthquake’s source energy that will
reach a target location. Beyond other wave propagation effects (e.g.
guided waves, reflected waves and surface waves) it is attenuation
that controls this behaviour.
It is common to observe that recordings of earthquakes at the
earth’s surface lack high-frequency energy, even when recorded
at relatively close distances. On the other hand, simple models of
energy radiated from earthquakes (e.g. Brune 1970) show that there
should be a constant level of Fourier spectral acceleration radiated at
all frequencies above the earthquake’s source corner frequency. The
disparity between these simple source models and observations was
explained by Hanks (1982) as the fmax effect, with fmax describing
the high-frequency band-limitation of the radiated ground-motion
field of earthquakes. Anderson & Hough (1984) later introduced
the concept of κ: a low-pass filter in the form of an exponential
decay model. Both authors attributed these concepts to site (and in
the case of Anderson and Hough also weakly to propagation) rather
than source effects. The similarity to seismic attenuation described
by Q (Knopoff 1964), which is also modelled using exponential
decay, is obvious, although other authors have also explored the
notion of a source-based effect filtering out high frequencies of
strong ground motion (Papageorgiou & Aki 1983).
In most studies, the observed low-pass filtering between the
source and site is attributed to damping in the upper crustal rock and
the soil layers. The mechanism for this is not clear, but may simply
be related to low-Qmaterials in the near-surface. Themost convinc-
ing evidence of the site’s influence is from dual surface-borehole
instrumentation where this effect can be seen through spectral ratios
and is thus only attributable to the upper layers (e.g. Abercrombie
1997). The path-corrected component of κ r, the so-called κ0, is
therefore typically thought of as an ‘observed’ site characteristic:
quantifying attenuation related to near-vertical wave propagation in
the upper rock or soil layers. It is determined from the individual
whole path attenuation (κ r) values at a particular site, after observing
their dependence with distance from the source. Often this depen-
dence can be considered to be linear, and thus a simple regression
of measured κ r versus distance will yield κ0 as the zero-distance
intercept. This linear trend between attenuation and distance indi-
cates limited depth dependence of κ r (e.g. Edwards et al. 2011)
since varying Q with depth manifests as curvature in the κ r versus
distance plots (Hough & Anderson 1988; Hough et al. 1988). It
has been noted that if a simple straight line form does not fit the
data, any other smooth functional form could be used (Anderson
1991). The intersection of the function at zero distance is then κ0.
However, increased complexity in the distance dependence leads to
increased uncertainty in extrapolating to zero-distance (where data
is not typically available) and thus determining κ0.
1.1 Impact of κ0 in seismic hazard
In seismic hazard analysis projects, ground motion prediction is
typically performed at a rock or hard-rock reference [e.g. in the
case of Switzerland, at 1105m s–1 (Poggi et al. 2011)]. Site-specific
non-linear amplification is then applied to the input rock prediction
in a subsequent stage. This allows more detailed and complex site-
specific hazard to be computed than by simply using a proxy (e.g.
Vs30) within the ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) itself.
However, the prediction of ground motion at a rock reference adds
significant uncertainty: for instance, in the case of hard-rock using
the reference site’s Vs30 directly in a GMPE is not favoured, since
GMPEs are typically poorly constrained at high Vs30 values due
to lack of data on hard rock. In fact, since GMPEs are typically
developed using data dominated by recordings on stiff-soil sites (e.g.
Vs30 300–700m s–1), they may not adequately represent the rock
reference (typically Vs30  800m s–1) desired for seismic hazard.
Host-to-target adjustment of GMPEs must therefore be considered
for such sites. This aims to translate a model (in this case using Vs30
that produces sufficiently robust and reliable predictions), including
its uncertainty, to provide predictions at a specific reference site
(Campbell 2003), usually on rock or hard rock.
While amplification effects must be considered for host-to-target
adjustment, at high frequencies the dominant effect for hard-rock
sites (after considering the related uncertainty) is due more to site
attenuation than to site amplification (Laurendeau et al. 2013). The
selection of host and target κ0 will therefore play a dominant role
in the adjustment of GMPEs from moderate Vs30 to hard-rock pre-
dictions. Numerous authors have shown that the κ0 term varies sig-
nificantly from site to site and region to region (e.g. Edwards et al.
2008; Campbell 2009; Edwards & Rietbrock 2009), with several
authors (e.g. Silva et al. 1998; Chandler et al. 2006; Edwards et al.
2011; VanHoutte et al. 2011; Poggi et al. 2013) also showing aweak
correlation between Vs30 and κ0. Correlations of κ0 to site-proxies
such as Vs30 are often used to infer κ0 for hard-rock sites. How-
ever since empirical evidence of hard-rock κ0 is severely lacking,
these are poorly constrained, making the selection of host and target
κ0 difficult. Furthermore, the measurement method and the region
studied may increase uncertainty in such correlations, highlighting
the need for further investigation (Ktenidou et al. 2014).
An example of this is the Pegasos Refinement Project, a Senior
Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC 1997) level 4 haz-
ard analysis of Swiss nuclear power plants. GMPEs determined
using data from around the world were used; however they were
considered valid only at a range of ‘reference Vs30 values’: expert
elicitation determined that the GMPEs did not properly extrapolate
to high Vs30 values, since no, or insufficient, κ0 variation with Vs30
was present when applying the Inverse Random Vibration Theory
approach (Al Atik et al. 2014). In order to predict ground motion at
the adopted Swiss rock reference site and maintain unbiased predic-
tions, the GMPEs were therefore adjusted from host sites with Vs30
at which the models and associated metadata were considered suf-
ficiently robust based on, for example, data coverage. This equated
to Vs30 ≈ 600 to 700m s–1 and corresponding κ0 ≈ 0.03–0.04 s
across the range of GMPEs. The target reference to which the GM-
PEs were converted had Vs30 = 1105m s–1 with κ0 ≈ 0.016–0.022 s
(Renault 2014). Correcting for κ0 involves exponential attenuation
functions and is sensitive to both host and target: the wide range of
possible values in both host and target therefore introduced signifi-
cant epistemic uncertainty in the final seismic hazard. Determining
precise and accurate κ0 values is thus critical to reduce uncertainty
in rock-reference seismic hazard.
The aimof this study is to estimate κ0 for rock sites and investigate
the contribution of method choice and modelling assumptions to
epistemic uncertainty through the use of different methods and
approaches, including different data selection andmodelling options
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within each method. The analysis will enable us to present a range
of κ0 values for hard rock sites, which can be used to supplement
existing empirical correlations (e.g. Vs30 to κ0) at high Vs values,
where their scatter is particularly large. The results of this study
will be important for characterizing hard rock sites, particularly in
stable continental regions, and could be useful for calculating input
ground motions in site specific (e.g. critical facility) hazard.
Several established methods are available to determine κ0
(Ktenidou et al. 2014). In order to investigate the variability of mea-
sured κ r and κ0 and therefore the robustness of applications using
them, we apply two groups of approaches that we deem appropriate
for the data set at hand. The first involves the analysis of the high-
frequency part only (i.e. above the source corner frequency), while
the second involves broad-band modelling of the Fourier spectrum
of earthquake recordings. We will refer to these approaches the
acceleration spectrum (AS) and the broad-band (BB) approach in
short. Six very hard rock sites of the Swiss Digital Seismic Network
(SDSNet), which exhibit only limited or no amplification, form the
subject of this detailed analysis.
2 RECORDING S ITES AND DATA
We use data from the SDSNet (Deichmann et al. 2010) of the Swiss
Seismological Service (SED). Six very hard rock sites (Vs30 rang-
ing from 1000–3000m s–1) were selected from across Switzerland
(Fig. 1). Each site shows either negligible or limited amplification,
particularly in the high-frequency range, as shown in Fig. 2. The am-
plification in these plots was computed from earthquake recordings
by Edwards et al. (2013) using an approach based on the spectral
analysis of regional seismicity. The approach effectively looks for
systematic trends in the residual misfit of earthquake Fourier spectra
to a reference rock model—interpreting repeated effects at a given
site as site amplification. Non-linear effects are not considered, but
due to the small size of earthquakes and hard rock sites consid-
ered in this study site effects are assumed to be entirely linear. The
amplification is relative to the regional reference velocity model of
Poggi et al. (2011). In addition to direct estimates of amplification,
the absence of spectral peaks in horizontal to vertical (H/V) spectral
ratios also confirmed that limited amplification would be present at
these sites (Fa¨h et al. 2001).
We used earthquakes from Switzerland and its surrounding re-
gions, spanning the period 1999–2009, with ML computed by the
SED greater than 2 (the data set is described in more detail by
Edwards et al. 2011). The total number of records at the six sites
with acceptable SNR on at least one component was 3433, with
records per site ranging from 193 to 405. 16 per cent of the records
were from stations within 50 km of the source, 31 per cent within
50–100 km and 53 per cent at distances greater than 100km. All
sensors are STS-2 (Deichmann et al. 2011) with a sampling rate of
120Hz (Nyquist frequency 60Hz). The response of the STS-2 is
mostly flat up to 30Hz. All waveforms were therefore corrected for
the instrument response and used up to 30Hz (which is also below
the effect of strong anthropogenic noise). Subsequent processing of
the waveforms was then undertaken separately by the two first au-
thors in order to reflect the differences that may arise from decisions
such as window lengths, filtering, etc. This can be considered as a
way to help understand epistemic uncertainty, as the estimation of
κ r can be method-dependent as well as user-dependent (Ktenidou
et al. 2013). For instance, the selected frequency ranges to be fit are
often subjective.
The processing for the broadband (BB) and automatic high-
frequency (hereinafter AS auto) approaches follows that described
in Edwards et al. (2011) and is repeated briefly here. Waveforms
are first windowed to provide signal and noise estimates. If S-wave
arrivals are not available, a P:S velocity ratio of 1.73 is used to
estimate the arrival time from manual P-wave picks. The signal
window duration and position encapsulate 5 to 95 per cent of the
cumulative squared velocity around the S waves (Tv,5–95%). Both
signal and noise windows are demeaned and tapered using multita-
per algorithms (Lees & Park 1995) with 5 3π -prolate tapers, before
applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and multiplying by the
sampling period to obtain the two-sided Fourier spectrum of each
record. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) analysis selectively defines
the valid frequency range for each individual recording. In order
to extract only the most reliable data, the noise estimate is con-
servatively increased, if necessary, to the extent that the signal and
noise intersect at both the lowest and highest available frequencies
of each spectrum. The useful frequency range is then defined for
each recording as where the signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 3
over a continuous bandwidth of at least a decade of frequency (e.g.
1–10Hz, 2–20Hz, etc.). After performing the SNR analysis, spec-
tra with lowest usable frequencies above 5Hz, or highest useable
frequencies lower than 10Hz were discarded in order to maintain
bandwidth across the range of frequencies of interest.
For the manual high-frequency (AS) method (hereinafter AS
manual), the velocity waveforms were first corrected for mean and
trend, then tapered at the edges using aHanningwindowof 5 per cent
width, and converted to acceleration through differentiation. P and
S wave arrivals were picked visually, observing velocity and ac-
celeration traces for all three components using different filters.
Following that, noise and S-wave windows were chosen visually,
also taking into account for the latter the magnitude and distance
of the events. For records with small magnitudes and distances, we
kept a minimum nominal duration of 5 s in the interest of adequate
spectral resolution. Records of obvious poor quality (late S triggers,
high noise level, double events) were discarded. Noise and S-wave
windows were re-tapered with a Hanning window of 2.5 per cent
width and then the FFT was applied. Only amplitude spectra (FAS)
of acceleration were retained. A SNR check was performed after
the initial visual selection of the frequency band (from f1 to f2) over
which κ r was computed. f1 and f2 were subsequently adjusted to
ensure SNR > 3.
3 METHODS FOR DETERMINING κ0
3.1 Broad-band Fitting (κBB approach)
The first method used to determine the attenuation along the wave
path is a broad-band inversion approach (e.g. Masuda & Suzuki
1982; De Natale et al. 1987; Scherbaum 1990). We follow the
inversion approach detailed in Edwards et al. (2008), aiming to
fit the visible spectral bandwidth with a simple earthquake far-
field point-source model (Brune 1970), defined by its source-corner
frequency (fc) and seismic moment (M0), and the κ r parameter. We
note here that the t∗ term (e.g. Rietbrock 2001), explicitly related
to attenuation due to Q along the ray path and κ r (the measured
deviation from aω2 high-frequency Fourier displacement amplitude
decay) are synonymous in our application, since we attribute all
filtering effects to frequency independent Q [to be consistent with
the AS approach (Anderson &Hough 1984)] and none to the source
(Hough et al. 1988; Anderson 1991).
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Figure 1. Station and epicentre distribution (top panel), and epicentral distance (Repi) – local magnitude (ML) distribution of records (bottom panel). Station
labels: BALST (BALT); BNALP (BNAP); HASLI (HASI); PLOS (PLONS); LLS (LLS); SULZ (SULZ).
Even for hard and very hard rock sites, crustal amplification, as-
sociated to the reduction in shear-wave velocity between earthquake
source depths (typically several kilometres) and the surface could
pose a problem for the broad-band approach (Fig. 3). The shape of
such amplification is typically a ramp function due to the relatively
smooth velocity gradient with depth, with the step in amplification
occurring over relatively low frequencies (e.g.∼0.1 to 1–5Hz). The
hard-rock reference amplification function of Poggi et al. (2011)
(Fig. 3), derived for Switzerland, was therefore removed from the
spectra before inverting using the BB approach. Note that for the
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Figure 2. Observed amplification with respect to the Swiss rock reference model of Poggi et al. (2011) at the six sites under study. The amplification
functions are normalized by a constant factor such that the average amplification is unity to highlight amplification shape. The line indicates the mean (with
thickness ± one standard error), and the shaded grey area shows ± one standard deviation.
Figure 3. Examples of amplification expected for hard and very-hard rock
conditions (Vs30 = 1105m s–1, Poggi et al. (2011) and Vs30 = 2200m s–1,
Boore & Joyner (1997), respectively) and that for a generic rock condition
(Vs30 = 620m s–1; Boore & Joyner 1997). Typical fitting frequency band-
widths for broad-band (BB) and high-frequency (AS)methods are indicated.
AS approaches the Swiss hard rock amplification does not have a
significant effect, as it is broadly flat (not changing in amplitude
with frequency) in the frequency range of interest. We therefore
do not remove it for the AS methods. However, for amplification
that does not plateau after a relatively low frequency (e.g. for lower
velocity rock sites, Fig. 3), or for large earthquakes (with source
corner-frequencies below the end of the ramp), it would be impor-
tant to either account for amplification or only fit above frequencies
which are affected.
In the BB inversion approach of Edwards et al. (2008), fc is event-
specific: fc is simultaneously fit for all recordings of one event.
The justification for this is to stabilise the inversion, limiting any
biasing effect of unmodelled or non-parametric effects, such as site
amplification. However, here we also test a record-specific apparent
fc, which leads to a better fit of the modelled spectra to the data
(more degrees of freedom), at the expense of potentially unjustified
variability in the source terms and lack of control of the influence
of the site term. A specific risk is related to the strong trade-off
between the source (fc) and the site (κ0; Boore et al. 1992), which
means that the apparent fc may be masked by attenuation (κ r).
3.2 High-frequency linear fitting (κAS approach)
The second method we use for estimating κ r is the high-frequency
(AS) approach introduced by Anderson & Hough (1984), a review
of which was given by Ktenidou et al. (2013). The method is to fit a
straight line with gradient equal to –πκ r to the Fourier acceleration
spectrum, in log-linear space. The frequency range over which κ r is
measured is from f1 (which should lie above the source corner fre-
quency) and f2, which should lie below the frequency at which the
noise floor begins. Given the large scatter found by Ktenidou et al.
(2013) between different applications of this method, we use two
approaches to do this: a completely manual, seismologist-reviewed
approach, and a completely automatic approach. For the reviewed
approach we checked each spectrum visually to find the minimum
(f1) and maximum (f2) fitting frequencies. For the automatic ap-
proach we use only events with ML > 3.5 and set the minimum
value of f1 at 10Hz noting that fc = 10Hz is equivalent to a stress
drop of approximately 10 MPa at Mw = 3.5 (with higher stress
drops leading to higher fc). This is conservatively high compared
to values previously determined for Switzerland (Bay et al. 2005;
Edwards & Fa¨h 2013b). After visually picking f1 and f2, we then
only keep the frequency band between them for which SNR ex-
ceeds 3. SNR is computed from the FAS of the S wave and noise
windows after smoothing them with a Konno & Ohmachi (1998)
filter. In both cases κ r was then determined using a least-squared
(L2) regression on the FAS between f1 and f2. For each record there
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are two measurements, one for each horizontal component. Based
on the assumption of a single (isotropic) site- and path-specific κ r,
we average those to derive a single value per record for the AS
approach.
3.3 Deriving a model for Q and κ0
After the individual κ r values are measured, we first verified that
they have a broadly linear dependence with distance, such that the
simple linear relation between distance and κ r (Anderson & Hough
1984) could be applied. We made this check visually and also using
a non-parametric inversion scheme, neither of which revealed any
significant deviation from the linear model. We use certain quality
criteria in order to choose which κ r values to use in the regressions
for Q and κ0, which will yield the final κ models (i.e. for a linear
regression, κ0 and frequency-independentQ). These criteria include
the following considerations:
(1) Defining a minimum spectral range in which to fit κ r (e.g.
f2 – f1 = f > 8Hz).
(2) Accepting or rejecting negative κ r values.
(3) Setting a threshold for the difference in the two horizontal
components (e.g. κ r < 50 per cent).
(4) Removing small magnitude events altogether (e.g. M < 2.5
or 3) to avoid trade-off of κ r with the source fc.
After selecting the κ r data, we investigate two ways to regress
with distance in terms of Q constraints: fixing Q to the value of
the Swiss stochastic ground motion model (Edwards & Fa¨h 2013b),
that is, using external information; or using the ensemble of the
six stations studied here to estimate Q, that is, allowing the data to
determine it. The fixed value of the stochastic model is Q = 1200,
while the data-driven value, as shown in the following sections, is
on average 1950, with a range from around 1600 to 2400 depending
on the quality criteria applied. Following these two different ap-
proaches will allow us to evaluate the contribution of these choices
to epistemic uncertainty in Q and its effect on the uncertainty of κ0
given the trade-off between the two.
4 RESULTS OF κ r ANALYSES
The initial analysis of FAS using the different methods provides a
measure of κ r: the argument to the exponential exp(–π fκ r) used to
fit the spectrum recorded at distance. Before proceedingwith the de-
termination of site-specific κ0, we first compare the direct spectrum
measurements κ r. In an initial step we verified that the differences
in κ r between the different methods, reflecting a contribution to
the epistemic uncertainty in this parameter, could be described by
a normal-distribution with lin-space κ r (Fig. 4). As a consequence
the uncertainties in this paper are presented in terms of absolute
differences in κ r and κ0, rather than ratios or percentages. While
this implies that negative κ r are possible, especially for hard-rock
sites, we must consider that κ r is an empirical parameter, and is in
reality influenced not only by near-surface attenuation, but also the
deviation from the Brune ω2 model that is implicitly assumed when
measuring κ r, along with other unmodelled effects.
4.1 Comparison of κ r AS approaches
The first comparison is where we expect the best correspondence—
using the high-frequency fitting (AS) method with (1) manually re-
viewed spectra (AS manual) and (2) automatically processed spec-
Figure 4. Frequency distribution of κ r at site LLS between the man-
ual AS approach and the station specific BB approach (κ rAS-κ rBB). The
red line shows a best-fitting normal distribution with standard deviation
0.012 s. A normal distribution could not be fit to the log-space residuals [i.e.
ln(κ rAS/κ rBB)].
tra (AS auto). Since we compare common measures, this limits
the comparison to events with M > 3.5 (the minimum magnitude
used for the automatic method), which should represent a best-case
scenario in terms of minimizing the trade off with source-corner
frequency. In Fig. 5 we see that the correspondence at station LLS
(the best case) is very good, with a difference (AS manual–AS
auto) between methods ofκr = 0.0013 s and standard deviation of
σ (κr) = 0.0078 s. On the other hand, the correspondence of mea-
sured values is poor in the case of HASLI (the worst case), with an
average difference over ten times larger atκr = 0.018 s and a stan-
dard deviation of σ (κr) = 0.017 s. For the other stations, the com-
parison is generally acceptable: BALST κr = 0.0056 ± 0.0089 s;
PLONSκr = 0.0088± 0.0130 s; SULZκr = 0.0076± 0.0095 s
and BNALP κr = 0.0100 ± 0.0140 s. The average differences
can be interpreted as relative bias between the methods, while the
standard deviation indicates the ‘robustness’ of measurements.
4.2 Suitability of the κr attenuation model
The poor correspondence ofmeasured κ r between the automatic and
manual approaches at site HASLI is interesting and deserved further
investigation, since it would significantly change the κ0 determined
for this site. The reason for the difference was found to be related
to a curvature (Fig. 6) of the high-frequency part of the acceleration
spectrum in lin-log space. The FAS is assumed to be linear for
the standard κ r model to work (assuming frequency-independent Q
within the range of frequencies used), and in that case the choice of
frequency range (f1 and f2) to be fit within the linear part should not
make a difference. For a curved FAS, however, the choice of f1 and
f2 is mapped into the measured κ r. While the automatic approach
tends to use a similar value of f1 (10Hz, unless the SNR restricts
this) and as high as possible a value of f2, the manual approach
tended to favour picking lower values of f1, where the spectrum was
decaying faster, and restricting f2 to lower values so as not to allow
bilinear trends in the spectral decay (Fig. 6).
One explanation for the curved spectrum decay in log-lin space
is the frequency dependence of Q. For instance, attenuation us-
ing a frequency-dependent Q [e.g. Q( f ) = Q0 f α] could be mod-
elled, similarly to the standard κ r model, as an exponential with
exp(−π f 1−α κ r). If the spectrum were then plotted in lin-log space,
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Figure 5. Comparison of κ r using the manual and automatic high-frequency (AS) fitting approaches at stations LLS (best case) and HASLI (worst case).
Figure 6. Example of spectral decay observed at site HASLI for the acceleration FAS (black) compared to the noise FAS (red). The dashed blue line indicates
the fit of the AS manual approach while the continuous blue line indicates the fit of the AS auto approach. The difference in the two is due to the nonlinear
shape of the decay.
then this would lead to a curved decay over high frequencies, with
decreasing decay at higher frequencies (assumingα > 0). Frequency
dependent attenuation over the frequency band analysed here is cer-
tainly possible in Switzerland, and is also typically seen in other
regions (e.g. Atkinson & Mereu 1992; Raoof et al. 1999). For in-
stance Goertz-Allmann & Edwards (2014) found that a models with
the form Q( f ) = 467f 0.3 and Q( f ) = 260f 0.34 were appropriate for
modelling a Swiss regional data set using two spectral fitting meth-
ods. Previously Bay et al. (2005) foundQ0 to range from 220 to 440
and α to vary correspondingly from 0.56 to 0.37 in Switzerland for
different assumed geometrical decay models.
Another reason behind the curvature may be the amplification
behaviour as site HASLI, which starts to increase almost linearly in
the high-frequency range starting at 10Hz (Fig. 2), an issue that is
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investigated in more detail in the section ‘4.5 effect of near-surface
amplification’. Regardless of the reason, in the case that our ob-
served data do not conform to the Anderson & Hough (1984) κ r
model (i.e. the assumptions of frequency-independent Q and flat
amplification in the high-frequency range), then significant differ-
ences will arise depending on the fitting choices. In the case of
station HASLI, the automatic approach tends to fit the decay at
higher frequencies (f > 10Hz), while the manual approach favours
fitting the higher decay in the middle of the spectra (3 f 15Hz)
(Fig. 6). Ultimately, there is no explicitly correct choice, since the
underlying high-frequency linear decay model does not hold. The
degree of linearity of the high frequency decay, and therefore con-
formity to the κ r attenuation model, is a clear source of epistemic
uncertainty. The fact that different methods tend to fit different fre-
quency ranges then manifests as systematic bias. Nevertheless, the
use of different κ r estimation approaches can help to represent this
epistemic uncertainty. Furthermore, in the case of seismic hazard
estimation or engineering applications, where response spectral or-
dinates are required, the impact of high-frequency ground motion
on oscillator response rapidly diminishes. Short oscillator periods
(e.g. < 0.1 s) are sensitive to longer period ground-motion, so it
would be preferable to choose methods that focus on the lower
frequency end of the linear decay.
In order to explore this source of epistemic uncertainty further
we systematically compare the shape of the high frequency decay
for our six rock sites. First all spectra from events withML ≥ 3.5 at
a particular site were corrected for κ r determined using the AS auto
approach; the spectral amplitudes were then normalized to unity at
10Hz and stacked (Fig. 7). It should be noted that different inter-
pretations can be made depending on the choice of normalization
frequency. Nevertheless, the choice of 10Hz is conservatively high:
many analyses would extend to even lower frequencies to measure
kappa, so it would be difficult to justify increasing the frequency
(e.g. to 15Hz such that the trend at BALST is flat). At low frequen-
cies (f < 5–10Hz), a deviation from the linearity should be present
due to the source corner-frequency of the records: this will show as
a deviation to values less than 1. For a perfectly linear decay (above
the low frequency range) conforming to the κ r AS auto value, the
mean (and median) normalized spectra in Fig. 7 should follow a
straight line with constant amplitude. In the case that the κ r model
is appropriate, but the correction using κ r AS auto is inadequate,
then a linear gradient will exist. Finally, in the case that the line is not
straight in the high-frequency part, then the κ r decay model is not
valid for this data. For instance, station LLS, where the best match
between fitting methods was present, shows a broadly linear decay
from 8 to 30Hz (evident as a constant value of normalized accel-
eration in Fig. 7), with the source corner frequency effect showing
below 8Hz. On the other hand, for station HASLI, we observe the
bi-linear decay also seen in Fig. 6, with stronger linear decay from
7 to 12Hz then weaker linear decay from 12 to 30Hz. In this case
the correction for κ r AS auto (measured for 10–30Hz) provides an
‘average’ of the two decay slopes. The manual approach, as previ-
ously noted, focussed on the higher decay section, leading to higher
estimates of κ r (Fig. 6). Station PLONS and, to a lesser extent, sta-
tion BNALP also seem to suffer from this curved or bi-linear decay
effect. These effects are likely to be related to the frequency depen-
dence of Q that is not considered using the approach of (Anderson
& Hough 1984) or the implemented broad-band approach. Station
Figure 7. Plots highlighting the linearity of high-frequency spectral decay at each of the stations. Normalized acceleration spectra are stacked after being
normalized by a single record-specific decay (κ r from AS auto) and by the spectral value at 10Hz. The black lines indicate the log-mean. Linear decay in the
FAS should be seen as a straight line with unit amplitude.
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Figure 8. Comparison of broad-band κ r estimates with manual high-frequency estimates for stations LLS and SULZ. (a, b) using station-specific apparent fc;
and (c, d) using event-specific fc.
BALST clearly shows the effect of amplification (Fig. 2), which
will also lead to different κ r measurements, depending on the fitting
range. Beyond 20Hz station SULZ shows a weaker decay from the
measured κ r AS auto, although this would likely be misinterpreted
as noise—with a flattening out of the FAS beyond 20Hz.
4.3 Comparison of κ r BB approaches
We next compare estimates of measured κ r from the broad-band
approaches [using (1) event-specific fc and (2) station-specific ap-
parent fc], κ r BB, with those from the manual high-frequency fitting
approach, κ r AS. This comparison (Fig. 8) includes about four times
more data, since all approaches used small earthquakes (down to
ML = 2). For the broad-band approach with station-specific appar-
ent fc, the match tends to be more consistent than for the approach
with event specific fc. Using the station specific fc we obtain a lower
standard deviation in the differences between κ r AS and κ r BB com-
pared to using the event-specific fc approach. This is expected, since
in the station-specific apparent fc approach we aim simply to fit the
spectral shape as best as possible (similarly to the high-frequency
AS approach). This may be due to the fact that any potential fre-
quency dependence of Q can somehow be accommodated by a
distance dependent fc. On the other hand, in the event-specific fc
approach there are fewer degrees of freedom, aiming to stabilise the
inversion and obtain a source-specific stress-drop consistent with a
single source corner-frequency. For LLS we note that there is neg-
ligible offset between the broadband and manual high-frequency
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Figure 9. Comparison of broad-band κ r estimates with manual high-frequency estimates for station PLONS. (a) all data; (b) data where the two horizontal
component estimates of κ are less than 0.01 s apart for the manual approach; (c) as (b), but also only data from events with ML > 3.
estimates, however, for SULZ the broad-band fit tends to lead to
slightly lower values.
In Fig. 9 we show the effect of introducing stricter κ r selec-
tion criteria into the comparison. Station PLONS shows an average
standard deviation between the measured values, but this decreases
when we include only κ r measures that are within 0.01 s on each
horizontal component. The standard deviation between the mea-
sured values decreases further when comparing only events with
ML > 3. There are several reasons for this: larger events are less
susceptible to the trade-off between fc and κ r, include more band-
width between fc and the highest usable frequency (i.e. maximising
the range f = f2−f1 over which κ r is measured), are generally less
noisy and have more points in the FFT that can be used.
4.4 Summary of κ r estimation approaches
An overview of the measurement offset and standard deviation be-
tween κ r determined using different methods is given in Table 1. It
is immediately apparent that the manual AS approach consistently
leads to higher estimates, with all κ r but one in Table 1 being
negative. The largest average systematic difference is actually be-
tween the manual and automatic high-frequency AS approaches
(0.018 s), highlighting that the choice of the fitting bandwidth (f1
and f2) is a significant source of uncertainty. For the broad-band
approaches the average measurement difference is slightly greater
for the event-specific fc approach at some sites. The standard devi-
ation of the measurement differences, giving an indication of our
measurement and modelling error, is rather high for all approaches,
with averages over all six sites of between 0.012 and 0.017 s. This
error is large considering that typical values of κ r are of the order
of ten to hundreds of ms, depending on the site and recording dis-
tance. Given the simplistic and empirical nature of the κ r parameter,
it is difficult to choose the more ‘correct’ κ r model. Instead, this re-
sult highlights the importance of retaining consistency between the
derivation process for κ r (and subsequently κ0) and any forward
applications (e.g. stochastic simulation, site response analyses).
4.5 Effect of near-surface amplification
Within a particular method, the largest differences and standard
deviations in measured κ r tend to be for those sites known to ex-
hibit site amplification effects, albeit limited, in the range 10–30Hz
(Fig. 2): in particular BALST and HASLI. Sites exhibiting ampli-
fication in this range will be more sensitive to the choice of the
fitting limits (f1 and f2), particularly using the high-frequency AS
approaches. For instance, Parolai & Bindi (2004) observed the pos-
sible bias that may be introduced on the measurement of κ r due to
resonant peaks distorting the spectral shape, which is otherwise as-
sumed flat. Furthermore, crustal amplification also has an influence
on the spectral shape at high frequencies (Boore & Joyner 1997).
However, Poggi et al. (2011) showed that crustal amplification for
Switzerland can be considered flat above around 5Hz.
In order to test the effect of near-surface amplification on mea-
sured κ r at sites BALST and HASLI, we computed the theoretical
effect of the shape of the amplification function on the measure-
ment, as a function of the lower and upper fitting frequency limits
(f1 and f2). Specifically we measure the average gradient of the am-
plification function between the limits f1 and f2 (Fig. 2), as shown
in the lower part of Fig. 10. Since κ r is measured from the gradient
of the FAS at high frequency, the additional gradient due to the
amplification function manifests as a change in the measured κ r,
termedκ r,AMP. Effectivelyκ r,AMP reflects the bias on the κ r mea-
surement due to the ‘distortion’ of the FAS shape by amplification.
The measurement ofκ r,AMP is performed on moving windows: we
Table 1. Mean offset and standard deviation of κ compared to the high-frequency AS manual approach.
Site effects BB (station fc) κ r (s) BB (event fc) κ r (s) AS (auto) κ r (s)
Station Vs30 (m s–1) (10–30Hz) Mean σ Mean σ Mean σ
LLS 3000 No 0.001 0.011 −0.004 0.016 −0.001 0.008
HASLI 1600 Yes −0.010 0.020 −0.005 0.021 −0.018 0.018
BNALP 1650 No −0.006 0.013 −0.006 0.017 −0.010 0.014
PLONS 1810 Slight −0.006 0.015 −0.007 0.016 −0.009 0.013
SULZ 1030 No −0.007 0.015 −0.006 0.015 −0.008 0.010
BALST 1350 Yes −0.006 0.016 −0.012 0.015 −0.006 0.009
Average −0.006 0.015 −0.007 0.017 −0.009 0.012
Note: Values in italics show the largest differences, while those in bold are the highest per category.
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Figure 10. Difference in measured κ r [κ r = AS (manual) – BB (station specific fc)] at site BALST and HASLI as a function of the fitting bandwidth (lower
limit: f1 and upper limit: f2). Lines in the upper panels show the corresponding theoretical κ r,AMP due to amplification (lower panel).
keep one edge constant (fixed at the lowest or highest frequency
respectively) and move the other. For example, in computing the
effect of the choice of f1 on κ r,AMP, we fix f2 to 30Hz, and when
assessing the effect of f2 we fix f1 to 0.2Hz. Note here that the source
corner frequency, which would also significantly affect measured κ r
if ignored, is not considered in this test since we focus only on the
effect of amplification. The computed bias due to varying f1 or f2 is
shown in Fig. 10. In the same figure we plot an estimate of the ob-
served bias: represented by the difference between the broad-band
and high-frequency approaches. Whilst there is significant scatter,
the differences in measured κ r follow the expected effects due to
the influence of amplification on the high-frequency fitting method
for site BALST. For HASLI, the general trend of the theoretical
κ r,AMP versus f1 and f2 is present in the measured κ r values,
but it is not as clear. This suggests an additional influence on the
measurement differences than amplification alone. Furthermore, the
theoretical differences in measured κ r due to amplification, within
reasonable bounds (e.g. f2 as low as 10Hz or f1 as high as 20Hz),
lead toκ r,AMP of up to 20 ms, even for these ‘hard-rock sites’ with
limited amplification. Actual observed differences are as much as
60 ms, which is clearly not attributable to the amplification effects
alone. Possibly this is due to the non-linearity of the high-frequency
decay due to frequency dependent Q or some other systematic de-
parture from a linear high-frequency decay (Figs 6 and 7).
5 MODELL ING Q AND κ0
The previous analyses focussed on uncertainties related to the mea-
surement of individual κ r values. They indicate that, depending on
the choice of method and even the specifics of one method, differ-
ences in the estimated κ r can be large. For seismic hazard, when
using for example, the point source stochastic model, we typically
model attenuation by choosing correlated sets of parameters (Q,
geometric spreading, κ0, stress drop). The total attenuation due to
Q and κ0 is then modelled as:
κr = t∗ = R
βQ
+ κ0, (1)
where κr = t∗ is the whole-path attenuation term, β is the average
shear-wave velocity in the crust, Q describes the crustal attenuation,
assuming it is frequency-independent and R is some source-site dis-
tance metric (e.g. epicentral or hypocentral distance). Originally κr
was defined using epicentral distance, however, either distance may
arguably be implemented as long as consistency is retained for
subsequent forward-modelling (e.g. stochastic simulation of accel-
eration time-series). κ0, as discussed previously, is assumed to be a
site-specific attenuation term and is therefore particularly useful for
site-specific spectrum adjustments. Clearly, due to the variability
and method bias in κ r, estimation of both Q and κ0 will be subject
to significant uncertainty and potential bias.
The determination of Q and κ0 is analogous to determining the
gradient and intercept of a straight line fitted to the κ r measurements
at one station versus distance. Data selection will clearly have an
influence on the resulting parameters: we aim to balance selecting
sufficient, but high-quality data. The robustness of the regression
can be further increased by initially determining a crustal Q that is
applicable to all stations at the cost of increase in themisfit; meaning
we only need to search for the intercept.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the different Q and κ0 models for a single station LLS. For reference two data sets are plotted: ‘BB(stn fc)’ are the data from the
broad-band method (with station specific fc), ‘AS manual’ are the data from the manual high-frequency approach. The models are for different fit types (‘L1’
– absolute amplitude; ‘L2’ – least-squares) and for different origin data sets: ‘BB’ indicates broad-band methods, ‘AS’ indicates high-frequency methods, as
discussed in the text.
5.1 Effect of κr estimation method and regression
type on Q and κ0
Station LLS represented the best-case scenario for determination
of κr, with all methods apart from the broad-band event-specific
fc approach showing comparatively low mean and standard devia-
tion between methods (κ r). Nevertheless, deriving Q and κ0 for
even this case is not straightforward. Across the different κr data sets
(AS auto: high-frequency automatic fit; ASmanual: high-frequency
manual fit; BB (station fc): broad-band station-specific source corner
frequency; and BB (event fc): broad-band event-specific source cor-
ner frequency) and two different fitting methods (L1: absolute am-
plitude; L2: least-squares) we obtain eight possible models (Fig. 11,
Table 2). In addition, we tested using Repi instead of Rhyp for the
AS (manual) fit κ r data, but the difference was negligible (as ex-
pected considering the wide distribution of distances). The use of
epicentral or hypocentral distance is only an issue for stations where
many near-source recordings are dominant, which is rare. The dif-
ferences arising from different fitting methods (L1 or L2 norms)
were generally small, but not necessarily negligible: in the case that
outliers are expected, L1 or similar outlier-resistant solutions (e.g.
the weighted robust regression used in Ktenidou et al. 2013) might
therefore be preferred. The differences due to the method used to
derive the input data κr are by far the most significant: for station
LLS, κ0 ranges between 0.007 and 0.019 s.
Despite the similarity in the average κr derived for station LLS
(Table 1), the large scatter relative to our chosen model (eq. 1)
means that the data selection and Q– κ0 regression type heavily
impacts the resulting Q and κ0. This is further exemplified using
a bootstrap analysis of the high-frequency AS (manual) κ r: 1000
subsamples with repetition were made of this data set, and each
one was used to determine the model parameters (Fig. 12). The
resulting 95 per cent confidence interval for κ0 was between 0.0136
and 0.0237 s while the 95 per cent confidence limit for Q ranged
from 1926 to 3934. This variability can therefore help to explain
Table 2. Different Q0 and κ0 models for station LLS.
L2 (data-driven Q) L1 (data-driven Q) L2 (fixed Q)
Q Q 68 per cent limits κ0 (s) σ (κ0) (s) Q Q 68 per cent limits κ0 (s) σ (κ0) (s) Q κ0 (s) σ (κ0) (s)
AS Manual Repi 2606 2207–2748 0.0188 0.0026 2838 2237–3074 0.0191 0.0035 1200 0.0045 0.0011
AS Manual Rhyp 2621 2494–2762 0.0187 0.0026 2834 2632–3068 0.0190 0.0035 1200 0.0043 0.0011
AS Auto Rhyp 1690 1624–1761 0.0128 0.0030 1328 1251–1415 0.0063 0.0057 1200 0.0051 0.0013
BB (Stn fc) Rhyp 2573 2481–2672 0.0178 0.0015 3253 3059–3473 0.0191 0.0021 1200 0.0050 0.0007
BB (Evt fc) Rhyp 1523 1477–1572 0.0073 0.0027 2834 2623–3082 0.0190 0.0037 1200 0.0021 0.0011
Table 3. Selection criteria for determination of κ0 from κ r AS measurements. The bold criteria
were adopted for this study.
Set of criteria Quality criteria for selecting κ r AS measurements Per cent of total data used
1 No criteria (all κ are taken) 100
2 df > 8Hz 98
3 df > 8Hz; κ > 0 95
4 df > 8Hz; κ > 0; κ < 50 per cent 78
5 df > 8Hz; κ > 0; κ < 50 per cent; M > 2.5 45
6 df > 8Hz;M > 2.5 55
7 df > 8Hz; M > 3 24
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Figure 12. Bootstrap analysis of the Hf Manual κ r data (squares) using the
L2 fit for site LLS. The scale indicates the number of solutions represented
by any one point.
the significant method-to-method differences in parameter values.
This large variability also indicates that we need a sufficiently large
data set to constrain the mean, and that working with a small data
set can lead to bias.
5.2 Effect of κr selection and assumption of Q on κ0
We make another sensitivity analysis to see how the choice of data
affects the computed slope and intercept. Different sets of quality
criteria (Table 3, Fig. 13, top) are defined, with different levels of
strictness, in order to choose subsets of κ r values from our data.
We use the κ r values from the seven subsets, allowing for data-
driven determination of Q. An example of the results in terms of κ0
and Q is shown in Fig. 13 (bottom). To strike the balance between
good quality data and sufficient volume, we choose criteria no. 6
(Table 3, f > 8Hz and M > 2.5). The following analyses are
therefore performed with this set of criteria.
An approach often taken to improve the robustness of κ0 deter-
mination is to fix or constrain Q. This may either be in the form of
taking a value from the literature, or by including all stations in a
combined inversion for a common, region-specific Q and station-
specific κ0. Using a value of Q = 1200, as used by Edwards & Fa¨h
(2013b) for Switzerland, we repeated the analysis for station LLS
using the L2 fit (Table 2). In this case the κ0 values are indeed more
similar between the methods, but the value is lower than using the
station-specific Q. We then used the AS manual fit to obtain a com-
mon regional Q and site-specific κ0. This resulted in Q = 1948,
across the six selected sites in this study and κ0 = 0.0145 s for
site LLS (Fig. 14, Table 4). It is clear therefore, that while fixing
or constraining Q results in more robust κ0 between methods, the
choice of Q then significantly affects the results. The two values
used here (1200 and 1948) correspond to different background data
sets: the former being the average over 83 Swiss stations, including
strong-motion sites, while the latter is from only the six stations
in this study. Looking at available Q studies in the literature, our
data-driven Q value is near what Drouet et al. (2010) found for
the Rhein Graben, for the frequency range of measurement, which
is roughly 15–30Hz. The fixed value of 1200 is in line—over the
same frequency range—with the results of Bay et al. (2003) for
Switzerland, while between these two estimates lie the results of
Douglas et al. (2010) for France.
In Fig. 14, aside from the mean estimates of κ0 per station, we
also show the standard error of the mean and the standard deviation
of the data points within the first 100 km. The former is rather
low, implying high confidence in the mean for a particular data set,
while the latter is rather high (e.g. ten times higher), implying that
we need a large number of records—over 100 at most stations—to
Figure 13. The definition of the quality criteria sets (Table 3) used to select
κ r values from the AS manual method and the variability in the number of
data, Q and κ0 (bottom) when applying them.
get a reliable estimate of the mean κ0 value. At most sites where we
need to characterize κ0, we do not have such a large volume of data.
This means that it may be difficult in the presence of few records to
get a reliable estimate of the mean value.
5.3 Epistemic uncertainty of κ0
A summary of κ0 and corresponding Q values for all six hard-rock
stations is shown in Table 4. One could consider this range of κ0
and Q values to reflect the uncertainty due to modelling choices
(a source of epistemic uncertainty). If each of the 20 κ0 values
is assumed to be equally technically defensible and have an equal
probability of representing the true κ0 model, then we can quantify
the epistemic uncertainty of κ0 related to modelling approaches
using the standard deviation and corresponding confidence interval.
Assuming a normal distribution, the epistemic standard deviation at
each station is shown in Table 4. A quantile–quantile plot is shown
in Fig. 15 showing the conformity of the κ0 values to either a normal
or log-normal distribution. Neither provides perfect conformity, but
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Figure 14. Determination of a common Q and regression for site-specific κ0 values using the AS manual fit κ r data. These regressions were performed for
the set of criteria #6 (df > 8Hz and M > 2.5). They yield a common region-specific Q of 1948. The results include the mean and the 95 per cent confidence
interval accounting for the uncertainty in both intercept and slope. We note the values of the mean κ0, its standard error, and the standard deviation σ for data
points out to 100 km. Station labels: BALST (BALT); BNALP (BNAP); HASLI (HASI); PLOS (PLONS); LLS (LLS); SULZ (SULZ).
a normal distribution is closer to the observed distribution, with
better behaviour in the tails of the distribution. The average standard
deviation of κ0 from the different approaches is 0.0083 ± 0.0014 s.
Station LLS showed a lower epistemic uncertainty, with a standard
deviation of 0.0062 s. This is consistent with the observations that it
had the most limited amplification of all sites, and that the spectral
decay was completely linear beyond around 8Hz (Fig. 7). For the
other stations, significant deviations from the linear-decay, in some
cases obviously produced by amplification phenomena, leads to
higher uncertainty.
6 RELATION OF V s 30 t o κ0
Assuming that κ0 is a property of the site, it is useful to compare
the κ0 results of this study with other shallow geotechnical charac-
teristics, as this may provide proxies to predict κ0 in the absence
of recorded data. One of the most commonly used site classifica-
tion metrics is Vs30, indicating the travel-time average shear-wave
velocity of the upper 30 m of soil or rock. Several authors have
presented empirical Vs30--κ0 correlations based on different data
sets (e.g. Silva et al. 1998; Chandler et al. 2006; Drouet et al. 2010;
Edwards et al. 2011; Van Houtte et al. 2011; Edwards & Fa¨h 2013a;
Poggi et al. 2013), each showing that between low and moderate
Vs30 a loose correlation exists; with κ0 decreasing with increasing
Vs30. However, at high Vs30 values (Vs30 > 1000m s–1) it is not clear
if such a trend continues.
Authors typically use only one method to compute the κ0. Con-
sequently, as shown in the previous analyses, we might expect sig-
nificant differences between the studies, with additional uncertainty
due to the limited number of data and the fact that they come
from different regions (Ktenidou et al. 2014). In Fig. 16, several
existing Vs30-κ0 correlations are compared to the range of values
determined in this study. The selected range of Vs30–κ0 correlations
covers both broad-band and high-frequency approaches (both au-
tomatic and manual). Vs30–κ0 correlations are generally very sim-
ple models (e.g. linear or log-linear regressions), which indicate
decreasing κ0 with increasing Vs30, even above 1500 m s–1. Our
results show that such trends are not possible to statistically jus-
tify. At least part of the sources of epistemic uncertainty can be
qualified through comparing the κ0 resulting from the different
approaches (AS and BB) and different Q (free, 1200 and 1948)
assumptions (Fig. 16). It is clear that the average BB solutions are
lower than the AS solutions, with the ranges only barely overlapping
at some stations (e.g. at SULZ). However, the Q assumption also
strongly, and systematically, influences the κ0 values. In this sense,
it cannot be suggested to focus on either method or Q sources
in order to reduce the uncertainty, rather both should be jointly
investigated.
Hashash et al. (2014) recommended a reference rock
(Vs30 = 3000m s–1) κ0 for central and eastern North America of
0.006 s, with standard deviation in ln(κ0) of 0.43. The latter was
partly based on the range of measured hard-rock κ0 in central
and eastern North America. The average κ0 for site LLS (also
with Vs30 = 3000m s–1) lies within two standard-deviations of the
Hashash et al. (2014) reference rock κ0 model.Allmeasured κ0 (here
representing our epistemic uncertainty) for site LLS lie within their
three standard-deviation range.
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Figure 15. Quantile-quantile plot of all sites’ κ0 estimates (Table 4) using
either normal (triangles) or log-normal distributions (squares).
7 D ISCUSS ION AND CONCLUS IONS
Seismic hazard approaches rely on knowledge of seismic attenua-
tion at a number of stages, from magnitude determination and sub-
sequent recurrence statistics, through to local adjustment of GMPEs
for near-surface attenuation. Small changes in attenuation can have
a large impact on modelled ground-motion due to its exponential
nature. However, not considering the true uncertainty can lead to
biases and underestimation of hazard.
The concept of κ was introduced primarily in an empirical way:
a model for an observation, without full explanation of the physical
basis. Numerous studies have sought to explain this phenomenon in
terms of source, path, and site effects. Convincing evidence exists
from borehole recordings, that the attenuation of seismic energy in
the upper several hundred metres dominates the observed κ effect.
However, measurements of κ rely on vast simplifications of com-
plex wave-propagation effects. One such example is the implicit
assumption of a flat Fourier spectral acceleration above the source-
corner frequency: or alternatively ω2 decay in displacement (Brune
1970). Simple models varying other source parameters (such as
take-off angle) highlight that the apparent decay of displacement
will not always be ω2 (e.g. Madariaga 1976; Bethmann et al. 2012):
the implicit assumption of the ω2 model will therefore map epis-
temic variability into κ r. Other effects such as site amplification
(e.g. Michel et al. 2014), which may also be polarized (Burja´nek
et al. 2014) may also mask or exaggerate the measured spectral
decay. Finally, we rely on the assumption of frequency-independent
Q: without which attenuation parameter κ r will vary depending on
at which frequency it is measured.
A problem therefore arises from the empirical as opposed to
physical definition of κ0. The simplification of what is a complex
phenomenon means that a number of sources of error enter a typical
analysis. The first is measurement error: even in the case of a perfect
model, we may not measure the correct value, for instance due to
noise. The second is modelling error: our earthquake propagation
model (from source to path to site) is a simplification and therefore
what we measure may or may not be entirely related to near-surface
attenuation. Examples of such issues include, but are not limited
to: (1) ensuring that we properly account for the source in the
analysis model in order to avoid source effects contaminating κ0;
(2) correcting for crustal attenuation or inverting directly for it
along with κ0 and (3) considering that site amplification (both local
and crustal) may also mask or amplify the apparent effects of κ0.
Finally, we must consider that even in the case of a perfect model
the inversion error or non-uniqueness (for example due to parameter
trade-off) may introduce error in our final measurement. In reality
these sources of error are inter-related, with increased noise leading
to modelling and inversion problems. These errors form part of the
epistemic uncertainty, that is, they could be reduced in the future
given better scientific knowledge or data, but currently must be
included within hazard estimation to avoid the underestimation of
uncertainty and potential bias.
We showed the significant uncertainty of κ r estimation by ap-
plying a range of methods to a common data set. Some of the dif-
ferences could be explained in terms of amplification effects, and
the bandwidth over which fitting occurred: targeting bandwidths in
the region of amplification peaks led to over- or underestimation of
κ r. Other effects contributing to differences in κ r between methods
were related to the non-linearity of the high-frequency decay of the
FAS. In fact, only one of our six hard-rock sites showed completely
linear decay at high frequencies (station LLS). This site also had
the lowest method to method variation. This brings to question the
suitability of the κ r (and consequently κ0) model of attenuation
for all sites. Nevertheless, in the absence of alternative models, the
approach adopted here shows how, on the first order, epistemic un-
certainty in κ0 can be quantified. While certainly not exhaustively
covering all sources of epistemic uncertainty, using the results of
this study can help to show if selected κ0 values in a PSHA logic tree
are appropriately covering the range of values that may be observed
in reality.
The uncertainty in measured spectral attenuation (κ r) leads to
significant uncertainty in any models derived from it. In this sense,
and when the data justifies it, it is reasonable to model the com-
ponents of κ r in the simplest way possible: a linear fit between κ r
and distance, interpreted as a homogeneous regional crustal Q and
a site-specific κ0. Despite such a simple model we showed that
resulting attenuation parameters are highly uncertain, even in the
case where the match of measured κ r between methods was better
(e.g. site LLS). Fixing Q led to more consistent κ0 between the
methods, but at a cost of bias in the values, depending on the choice
of Q. Here the choice of Q is difficult to justify: over the wider
Swiss seismic network Edwards et al. (2011) showed that Q was
on average 1200. However, using only the stations in this study
we see lower crustal attenuation (Q ∼ 1900). This may reflect the
fact that the selected sites are located on hard rock, away from any
influence of regional sedimentary basins (e.g. Swiss Molasse); on
the other hand, Q across the whole of Switzerland may be affected
by a variety of different geologies. The correlation between Q and
κ0 means that, when using these two parameters in applications,
such as GMPEs or simulations, there should be internal consistency
between them. For instance, κ0 determined using a region-specific
Q of 1900 is not compatible with the stochastic simulation model
of Edwards & Fa¨h (2013b) or the corresponding GMPE (Cauzzi
et al. 2015) for Switzerland that assume a nation-wide Q of 1200.
Therefore, though using region-specific Q may lead to κ0 that are
more accurate on a site-to-site basis, we must ensure that their use
is consistent with path attenuation in other models. A fundamen-
tal limitation of studies investigating near-surface attenuation using
far-field recordings (in the absence of borehole data), therefore, is
decoupling the effect of Q, which may overwhelm the influence
of κ0 at great distances. One solution would, of course, be to only
use recordings of events close to the seismic stations. However,
in regions of low seismicity, we often only have very few such
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Figure 16. Comparison of existing Vs30-κ0 relations to the range of values determined in this study (Table 4). Error bars for the Hashash et al. (2014) reference
rock model indicate 2σ and 3σ . Note that the models Silva et al. (1998), Chandler et al. (2006) and Poggi et al. (2013) are extrapolated beyond their maximum
used Vs30 values of 1500, 2000 and 2100m s–1, respectively.
recordings. A significant improvement of models for determining
κ0 and κ r, and corresponding reduction in uncertainty, will come
from appropriately accounting for effects such as amplification, fre-
quency dependence of Q and deviations from the Brune ω2 source
model. However, decoupling these effects is difficult, and the trade-
offs involved may actually lead to an increased uncertainty in indi-
vidual parameters such as κ0.
Based on inter-method comparisons, the uncertainty in mea-
sured κ r was found to be approximated by a normal distribution.
The average standard deviation of κ0 from the different approaches
used in this study over all six hard rock stations was σepistmic(κ0) =
0.0083 ± 0.0014 s. Consistent with the observations that it had the
most limited amplification of all sites, and that the spectral decay
was completely linear beyond around 8Hz, station LLS showed a
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significantly lower epistemic uncertainty [σepistemic(κ0) = 0.0062 s].
On the other hand, for the other stations significant deviations from
high-frequency linear-decay, in some cases obviously produced by
amplification phenomena, leads to higher uncertainty. The rather
large uncertainty along with low values of κ0 for hard rock sites
means that negative values are possible. If assuming attenuation is
due only to the near-surface effect of low Q materials, then nega-
tive values are physically unrealistic. However, κ r and subsequently
κ0 are not based on physical models, rather as empirical observa-
tions of recorded data. Interpretations of these parameters in terms
of physical phenomena is controversial, although the largest con-
tribution seems to come from strongly attenuating upper soil and
weathered rock layers. Observed κ r and subsequently κ0 may there-
fore be influenced by numerous other unmodelled phenomena, such
as amplification, anisotropy, and variation in the source spectrum
from the ω2 model. When such variations are considered, it is pos-
sible that the measured value at hard rock sites (with comparatively
low attenuation) may be negative. For example, a ωn<2 type source
model with little near surface attenuation would lead to negative κ r.
Systematic differences in these conditions (such as a non-ω2 source
model), will therefore manifest as systematic bias in κ0. It is im-
portant to realise that the κ0 parameter should be used as indicative
of the shape of average FAS rather than exclusively the attenuation
of the near-surface. The source of the κ0 parameter should be then
be carefully considered in order to correctly implement forward
modelling applications, such as in PSHA.
Finally, in the case that κ0 cannot be directly estimated from
waveform data, the correlation of κ0 to Vs30 adds yet another source
of significant uncertainty. This uncertainty has both aleatory com-
ponents: κ0 may not be well coupled to Vs30; and epistemic com-
ponents: even if it is, our measurements of, or models connecting
both are limited. Existing models, unsurprisingly, were shown to
pass through the large range of measured values from this study.
The model of Poggi et al. (2013) was suggested by the authors to
represent an upper bound, which seems consistent with our results
(considering additionally the aleatory component of their model).
On reflection, considering the results here, it cannot be said with
any confidence that κ0 scales with Vs30 for hard rock (specifically
Vs30 > 1000m s–1): for hazard studies it may therefore be prudent
to consider a defensible range of values, as suggested by Hashash
et al. (2014).
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